Individual variation in line bisection: a study of normal subjects with application to the interpretation of visual neglect.
Investigations of left visuo-spatial neglect are reviewed with special reference to line bisection performance. Attention is then drawn to inconsistencies in the direction and magnitude of transection displacements in group studies of normal controls. We argue that the lack of reliable information about normal mechanisms for line bisection makes it impossible to interpret pathological performance in neglect. Accordingly, we report a case-series of 22 normal young adults, each of whom bisects 10 lines of differing lengths 10 times each. There is very substantial between-subject variation in both the magnitude and direction of the linear regression of transection displacement on line length; there are likewise considerable differences in the magnitude of the linear regression of standard deviation on line length. These two sources of individual variation are uncorrelated. We propose a psychophysical theory of line bisection, and suggest that the basic mechanisms responsible for task-performance are qualitatively intact in visuo-spatial neglect, albeit quantitatively impaired.